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* WLan Watcher: Allows you to watch your WLan network or Internet connection. You can see if someone is connected to your WLan or if someone is using your Internet connection without permission. * WLan Watcher can be made use as a notification system. You see an instant message when
WLan Watcher detects an unathorized user connected to your network. * WLan Watcher has a statistics-counter and can be configured to send you an e-mail every time an unathorized computer tries to connect to your WLan. * WLan Watcher can be made use as a Firewall. You can block the access
to WLan if you want to secure your LAN (Local Area Network) or if you don't want unathorized computers to use your Internet connection. * WLan Watcher can be set to be your DHCP server. You can reserve WLan addresses to your computer automatically if you want to force your computer to
always stay on the same IP address. And most important of all: You are the only person who can access your WLan or Internet connection. WLan Watcher has a lot of time-functionalities: You can - let WLan Watcher run in the background after the computer boots up. - start WLan Watcher with a
start-button. - change the configuration. - run WLan Watcher as an application. Requirements for the application: - Windows 98 and Windows 2000 are supported. - WLan connections (sealed or regular LANs) - Windows Firewall must be disabled. - You have Internet access If you want to check if your
WLan is secure and if no unauthorized people are connected to your WLan you can use WLan Watcher. If you use your WLan to access the Internet the WLan Watcher will be your security-system. If you use your WLan to establish a VPN connection you can use it as a Firewall. If anybody tries to
access your WLan without your permission he will see a notification. There is a function available to you that can limit the access to your WLan and Internet connection to only authorized people. If you use WLan Watcher as a Firewall you can allow or block the access to your WLan or Internet
connection. With WLan Watcher you can control
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WLan Watcher is a security program for MS Windows. The program detect your WLan (Home WLan, Work WLan, Public WLan and WLAN hotspots). Each WLan/WLAN name is created dynamically when you activated the software. If you rename or delete your WLAN name your WLan will loose it's
name! WLANs are open computer networks which are mainly used in home and office. WLANs can be only open or they are behind a secured firewall. WLANs can be secured with WEP and WPA. Use your WLAN with WEP only if you only want to share internet with a few persons! Use your WLAN with
WPA for safe internet connection which can't be hacked! WLAN security that can't be hacked or hacked is called WPA2. WLANs that are protected with WPA2 are called WLAN Hotspots. WLAN Hotspots are protected with WPA2 and WPA2 Personal. WLAN Hotspots are open WLAN networks that are
open for everybody. WLAN Hotspots are used for example in companies for WiFi. WLAN Hotspots are networked to your computer via WLAN adapter. WLAN Hotspots are also called wireless networks. WLAN Hotspots can be individual or public! Individual WLAN Hotspots are created by you or by your
company and they are connected to your computer. Public WLAN Hotspots are many open networks that you can connect to if you are not the owner. Public WLAN Hotspots are used in hotels for example or in companies for WiFi. Sometimes Public WLAN Hotspots are even unprotected, but i
recommend to use Public WLAN Hotspots if you are not the owner. Here is a list of all available types of WLAN security: WEP Encryption AWEP Encryption WPA Encryption WPA2 Personal Encryption WPA2 Enterprise Encryption WPA2 PSK (Pre Shared Key) Encryption WPA2 Personal Authentication
WPA2 Enterprise Authentication WPA2 PSK (Pre-Shared Key) Authentication WPA2 AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) Authentication WPA2 AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) Encryption WPA2 AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) Authentication WPA2 AES (Advanced Encryption Standard)
Encryption For more information see: 3a67dffeec
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WLan Watcher is a powerful network connection and system monitor software. It helps you to monitor your WLan or network connections. If any other computer uses your connection WLan Watcher automatically notifies you. You can monitor the WLAN connections by list or by date. WLan Watcher
allows you to manage your WLAN connections and to select the ones you want to monitor. WLan Watcher features: - WLan connections list or search - you can have a list of connections that you own, your friends or your internet provider - you can have a list of connections by date - you can select
the connections you want to monitor - it takes a complete network and not a single connection - you can activate WLan Watcher on any computer of your network - you can activate WLan Watcher on only one computer - it is a free software for Windows - you can be sure your WLAN connection is
really secure - you can protect your internet connection using WLan Watcher - you can activate WLan Watcher easily - you can deactivate WLan Watcher easily - you can set up WLan Watcher on any computer - you can receive instant messages if an unknown computer tries to connect to your
system - WLAN Watcher is compatible with all kind of WLAN adapters - you can receive instant messages if an unauthorized computer tries to connect to your system - it is possible to create a key automatically for every WLAN connection - it is possible to delete a WLAN connection you don't need
anymore or wants to protect - WLan Watcher has a friendly computer feature you can select a friend computer to monitor or a friendly computer is allowed to connect to the monitor computer - you can use the WLAN network password or key to protect you computer - it is possible to select the
filters you want to monitor - the computers you want to have access to your network are remembered - it is possible to use filters, schedules, single scan and interval scan - you can choose to search for the computers connected to your network or only the one computer you want to monitor - you
can stop any connected computer not just the unauthorized ones - you can stop the computer using the browser and not only the IP addresses - it is possible to check the WLAN connection is really working or not - it is possible to add to your known computers only the computer you

What's New in the WLan Watcher?
The following are the features of WLan Watcher: Unlimited number of computer can be connected to your WLan or network. These computer can be setup to identify themselves as "known". You will have the possibility to add the computer name to the "friend list". You have the possibility to add
friend names to the "block list". These names can then be blocked from the your WLan or network. You can mark the computers as "friendly" or not. This way you can be sure you are the only one who is using the connection. Program helps you filter which computer can be connected to your WLan
or network. You will have the possibility to setup the "timeout" length for the encryption key. You can setup the key length and if it can be changed on the fly. You will be informed if an unathorized person tries to connect. You will be informed if the time runs out and the unathorized user cannot
reconnect after that. You will be informed if one of the computers has been connected already. You will be informed if the setup of a windows profile file is not ok. You will be informed if you have to reconnect the window mode. You have the possibility to log important information about the WLan or
network connection. Time of start, duration of the connection and even the name of the connected computer. You can take action on the information you get from WLan Watcher. You can delete, change or add a name to the "friend list" or the "block list". You can remove the notice about the
connection. You can change the timeout length for the encryption. You can prevent the program from disconnecting your WLan or network. You can define the key length for your WLan or network. You can define the mode Windows can be set into. You can setup the key on the fly if the key is
changed or changed at least every time the computer starts. You have the possibility to change the default mode of Windows. You have the possibility to change the "timeout" length for the encryption. How does it work? WLan Watcher was designed to use with the WLan or network connection you
use. The program is not a separate application that runs on its
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System Requirements:
• 1024 MB RAM (1 GB+ recommended) • 4.0 GHz Processor • OpenGL compatible graphic card (DirectX 9.0c compatible) • 2 GB free hard drive space • 1 GB free space on DVD-ROM or USB 2.0 stick • Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7 (64-bit). • Internet Explorer 8.0 or higher Updates: Version
1.7.8 - October 2010: Added support for the new DX8 (9
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